Frequently asked questions.
TBE
C A P I T A L

Cultivating Investment Growth

What are managed futures?

Managed futures are an alternative investment directed by a Commodity Trading Advisor
(CTA). CTA’s are professional money managers that mange client’s assets on a discretionary
basis using futures and options. CTA’s have the ability to produce returns regardless of
market direction by implementing long, short or neutral trading strategies.

What is the minimum investment?

TBE Capital’s minimum investment is $25,000. TBE Capital trades funds in $25,000 units.

What type of account can I open?

Investors may open the following type of accounts: individual/joint, corporate, partnership,
LLC, trust, or IRA accounts.

When I open my account, where does the money go?

When you decide to invest in TBE Capital, funds are held in a customer-segregated account
with R.J. O’Brien.

How do I know the status of my account?

Clients will be notified every time a trade is placed in their account. R.J. O’Brien will send
an account statement via email or mail with all trade activity. Clients will then be able to see
account positions and liquidating value. Clients may also request to receive daily equity runs
via email with current positions and liquidating value.

Are there any restrictions to withdrawing funds?

You are free to withdraw all funds after liquidation of any open positions. This can be done
at any time. You are free to withdraw accumulated profits anytime or leave the money in the
account for reinvestment. There are no penalties for withdrawing funds.

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. TRADING
COMMODITY FUTURES AND OPTIONS IS SPECULATIVE, INVOLVES RISK OF LOSS, AND IS
NOT SUITABLE FOR ALL INVESTORS. TBE Capital is an assumed name and property of Northstar
Commodity Investment Company LLC
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